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Abstract
Current-induced effective magnetic fields offer a new pathway through spin orbit interaction (SOI) to switch
magnetization and have recently attracted great interest. In the conventional heavy metal/ferromagnetic metal/oxide
(HM/FM/Oxide) structure, significant efforts have been made to study the role of the HM in determining effective
magnetic fields. However, very little attention has been paid to the oxide layer and its interface with FM, where the
Rashba effect may affect the effective field. In this report, we present a pathway to tune the effective magnetic field by
engineering the Rashba effect in a hybrid multiferroic multilayer structure. A ferroelectric oxide of BaTiO3, whose
polarizations either up or down are controlled by interface engineering, was introduced into the conventional SOI
multilayer with the structure of BaTiO3/CoFeB/Pt. The current-induced effective magnetic fields increase by more than
200% when the ferroelectric polarization of BaTiO3 changes from up to down. The changes in the effective magnetic
field are mainly attributed to the different Rashba effective fields induced by the opposite ferroelectric polarizations.
Our study offers a new path towards controlling the current-induced effective magnetic field and may pave the way
for integrating other functional oxides into the spintronic devices.

Introduction
Spintronics is regarded as an alternative solution

beyond CMOS technology to achieve scalable and low
energy-consumption electronics1, where the electrical
manipulation of the magnetization is the most desirable.
Spin−orbit torque (SOT) offers such a way to achieve
current-induced magnetization switching2–4. In contrast
to the conventional spin-transfer torque, which originates

from a polarized current passing through a magnetized
layer5, SOT is generated from a current passing through
either a bulk heavy metal via strong spin Hall effect (SHE)
or a structure with inversion asymmetry by the interfacial
spin orbit coupling such as the Rashba effect. The
current-induced SOT consists of an antidamping torque
and a field-like torque represented by the equivalent
effective longitudinal magnetic field HL and transverse
magnetic field HT, respectively.
The most sought-after structure for achieving the

magnetization switching by SOT thus far consists of an
ultrathin ferromagnetic film (FM) sandwiched between a
heavy metal (HM) and an oxide layer2,3, i.e., HM/FM/
Oxide. Both the SHE and Rashba effect, where the SHE
comes from the HM while the Rashba effect is ascribed to
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the inversion asymmetry across the tri-layer structure,
have been considered to be the origin of current-induced
magnetization switching2–4,6. Several HMs such as Pt, Ta,
W, Hf and Au-Cu alloys, etc.2,3,7–10, have been studied to
search for a larger SHE that can generate larger effective
magnetic fields and thus more efficient magnetization
switching in devices. Recently, the oxidization of HM and
FM layers was found to play a nontrivial role in deter-
mining the SOT11,12, suggesting an important role of the
Rashba effect. It is therefore expected that the oxide layer
in the sandwiched structure would play an important role
in the current-induced magnetization switching. How-
ever, to date, little attention has been paid to the interface
between FM and oxide layers13. Furthermore, the inter-
face might provide an alternative way to manipulate the
current-induced effective magnetic field.
Due to their promising potential for application, it is

highly desirable to find an effective way to tune the
current-induced effective magnetic fields (HL and HT) and
thus manipulate the magnetization switching14–18. Tun-
ing of the effective magnetic field by a factor of four
through voltage-gating has been previously achieved in a
topological insulator-based structure by tuning the Fermi
level position of the surface state of the topological
insulator14. However, only 5% modulation by the voltage-
gating can be realized in a conventional HM/FM/Oxide
structure using AlOx as a dielectric layer15. A noticeable
modulation effect might be available by using the ferro-
electric materials, whose polarization direction can be
electrically controlled. For example, the hybrid multi-
ferroic structure with ferroelectric and ferromagnetic
layers has been fabricated to attain significant magneto-
electric effect19–21. Further, a spin splitting through the
spin orbit interaction (SOI) has been influenced by the
ferroelectric polarization experimentally22,23 and theore-
tically24,25, which hints at the possibility of modulating the
current-induced effective magnetic field in the hybrid
multiferroic structure through the engineering of Rashba
fields.
In this work, we fabricated a hybrid multiferroic struc-

ture, BaTiO3/CoFeB/Pt, by replacing the conventional
oxide (MgO, AlOx, or HfOx) with ferroelectric BaTiO3 in
the HM/FM/Oxide structure in which the perpendicular
magnetic anisotropy (PMA) is still retained. The effects of
different polarizations on the current-induced effective
magnetic fields and magnetization switching are investi-
gated, where different polarization directions of BaTiO3

are achieved via interface engineering.

Materials and methods
Sample preparation
Before growth of the multilayer structure, the SrTiO3

(STO) substrates were treated with buffer-HF solvent and
annealed at 975 °C for 3 h to achieve TiO2 termination.

For the SrO termination, a single-layer SrRuO3 was grown
on the TiO2-terminated STO at 760 °C and then cooled to
640 °C, where BaTiO3 was grown. The BaTiO3 thin films
were fabricated by pulsed laser deposition with a laser
energy density of ~1 J/cm2 under 5 mTorr O2 environ-
ment and cooled at 10 °C/min with 200 Torr O2 in the
chamber. After this, the oxide film was transferred to the
sputtering chamber to in situ grow CoFeB and Pt layers,
whose growth rates are 0.08 and 0.1 nm/s, respectively. All
of the structures were annealed at 320 °C for 1 h to obtain
the PMA.

Devices fabrication and transport measurements
The structures were patterned into the cross-bar with a

channel width of 10 μm and a length of 80 μm by using
the photolithography technique and ion milling. Then,
100 nm Cu with 5 nm Pt protection layer was used as
electrodes. A Keithley 6221 and two lock-in amplifiers
were used for the first and second harmonic measure-
ments. The Keysight 2901A with a DC current pulse of
10 ms and a lock-in amplifier was used for the magneti-
zation switching measurement. All the electric transport
measurements were performed on a physical properties
measurement system (PPMS).

Results
Ferroelectric polarization and its influence on magnetic
properties
As reported in our previous work26, the preferred

polarization direction of BTO can be controlled via
interface engineering, i.e., controlling the termination of
the STO substrate. As a result, the TiO2-terminated STO
will lead to down-polarization of BTO (Fig. 1a), whereas
up-polarization is preferred for the SrO termination of
STO substrate (Fig. 1b). SrO termination is achieved by
depositing a thin SrRuO3 (SRO) underlayer on TiO2-
terminated STO prior to BTO. Panels (c) and (d) in Fig. 1
show the out-of-plane piezoresponse force microscopy
(PFM) phase images, respectively, where different colors
represent the opposite polarizations. The good homo-
geneity of phase images suggests a single domain of the
single ferroelectric phase for each preferred polarization.
This interface-controlled engineering was characterized
by the HAADF-STEM technique. Figure 1e shows the
HAADF-STEM images of a BaTiO3 film grown on top of
SrO-terminated SrTiO3 via insertion of a SrRuO3 layer.
From the image, it can be seen that the terminations of
SrTiO3 and SrRuO3 layers are TiO2 and SrO, respectively,
which are consistent with the description above.
CoFeB (1.0 nm)/Pt (4.0 nm) bilayers are grown in situ

on the BTO film with different polarization directions
after transferring to a sputtering chamber without
breaking vacuum, where the CoFeB layer directly contacts
with BTO. The ferroelectric property of BTO films
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remains after this annealing procedure, which was con-
firmed by the hysteresis loops of phase and amplitude by
PFM, as shown in Supplementary Figure S1. In addition to
the self-polarization of BTO, all other conditions such as
the growth parameters for BTO, CoFeB and Pt and the
annealing procedures are identical.
As shown in Fig. 2, the magnetic easy axis of both

structures is in the out-of-plane direction confirmed by
superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID)
and magneto-optic Kerr effect (MOKE) measurements.
Moreover, we found that the different ferroelectric
polarizations of BTO have nontrivial influence on the

magnetic properties of CoFeB grown on top of them. The
saturation magnetization Ms of CoFeB is 1212 emu/cc
when the polarization points down, whereas it is
1316 emu/cc as the polarization is up. The effective
magnetic anisotropy energy (in terms of Kefft) of CoFeB/
Pt on BTO with polarization up (0.178 ergs/cm2), which is
calculated by the integrated difference between the out-
of-plane and in-plane magnetization curves, is slightly
larger than that with BTO polarization down (0.171 ergs/
cm2). A high anisotropy energy brings about high thermal
stability and therefore requires high switching current
density, whereas a low anisotropy energy lowers the

Fig. 1 Polarization direction controlled by substrate surface termination. Schematic structure of BaTiO3 grown on a TiO2-terminated SrTiO3 and
b SrO-terminated SrTiO3 via insertion of a layer of SrRuO3. The red arrows represent the direction of the ferroelectric polarization of BaTiO3. The
corresponding out-of-plane phase images are shown in c and d, where the different colors confirm their opposite polarization. The size scale bars are
500 nm. e HAADF-STEM images of a BaTiO3 film grown on top of SrO-terminated SrTiO3 by inserting a SrRuO3 layer

Fig. 2 MH measurements. The MH loops by SQUID at 300 K for CoFeB/Pt bilayers grown on BaTiO3 with polarization down (a) and BaTiO3 with
polarization up (b), which demonstrate the out-of-plane easy axis of both samples and that the saturated magnetization and effective anisotropy
energy are influenced by the different polarizations of BaTiO3. Here, BTO↓ and BTO↑ represent the samples of CoFeB/Pt grown on BTO with
polarization down and up induced by TiO2- and SrO-terminated SrTiO3, respectively
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writing current and therefore results in less energy con-
sumption. The influence on magnetic anisotropy by fer-
roelectric polarization has been discussed theoretically27,
and the Fe on the BTO with up-polarization has a larger
magnetic anisotropy than that on BTO with down-
polarization due to the different hybridizations among
Fe, O, and Ti. This hybridization may result in orbital
polarization of Fe28. Our experimental results on the
magnetic anisotropy change with the polarization direc-
tion are consistent with the theoretical calculations. In
Supplementary Figure S2, we also presented the
polarization-dependent X-ray absorption spectra (XAS) of
Fe L2,3 edge, which confirmed a different orbital polar-
ization of Fe as the ferroelectric polarization direction
changes from up to down. For a clear presentation, in the
following context, BTO↑ is used to name the CoFeB/Pt
bilayer grown on BTO with ferroelectric polarization up,
and BTO↓ is for that grown on BTO with ferroelectric
polarization down.

Harmonics measurements for the current-induced
effective magnetic fields
Cross-bar Hall devices (Fig. 3a) of two types of struc-

tures, BTO↓ and BTO↑, were fabricated by photo-
lithography and ion milling. The temperature-dependent
anomalous Hall effect is illustrated in Supplementary
Figure S3. The harmonic measurement method was
employed to quantitatively evaluate HL and HT

29–31.
Considering the contribution of the planar Hall effect to
the Hall voltage, the following equations are used to cal-
culate the current-induced effective magnetic fields HL

and HT
30

HL Tð Þ;meas ¼ �2
∂V2ω

∂HxðyÞ
=
∂2Vω

∂H2
xðyÞ

; ð1Þ

HL Tð Þ ¼
HL Tð Þ;meas ± 2χHT Lð Þ;meas

1� 4χ2
; ð2Þ

where x= RPHE/RAHE and RPHE and RAHE are the
saturation planar and anomalous Hall resistances, respec-
tively. V1ω and V2ω are the first and second harmonic Hall
voltages measured simultaneously by two lock-in ampli-
fiers. Hx and Hy are external magnetic fields swept in the
longitudinal and transverse directions during the mea-
surement of the harmonic Hall voltage. Parabolic and
linear fittings are performed on V1ω and V2ω as a function
of the external field, as shown in Fig. 3b, c for the
longitudinal and transverse field, respectively. HL(T),meas

are obtained from the fitting results based on Eq. 1. χ is
determined from the angular-dependent planar Hall
resistance (see Supplementary Figure S4). The resulting
effective magnetic field HL(T) can be determined from
Eq. 2.

The effective magnetic fields at 10 K for the BTO↓
structure are HL= 12.7 Oe/(107 A/cm2) and HT= 8.4 Oe/
(107 A/cm2), whereas for BTO↑ HL= 4.0 Oe/(107 A/cm2)
and HT= 2.2 Oe/(107 A/cm2). Both HL and HT increased
by more than 200% when the ferroelectric polarization
changes from up to down. As the identical CoFeB/Pt
bilayers were deposited in both structures, a difference of
the current-induced effective magnetic fields (both HL

and HT) is not expected if the bulk SHE of Pt is the only
factor affecting the changes of HL and HT, indicating that
the interface between CoFeB and BTO plays a critical role,
which will be discussed later. To check the influence of
Joule heating, the harmonic measurements with varying
AC current amplitudes were performed. As shown in
Fig. 3d, the effective magnetic fields HL and HT are line-
arly proportional to the current amplitudes over the
examined range. A similar linear dependence is observed
with BTO↑, however with a different slope. The linear
proportionality confirms that the Joule heating effect on
the measured effective magnetic fields is negligible. Fur-
thermore, we also excluded the influence of the anom-
alous Nernst effect (see Supplementary Figure S5), which
is caused by a temperature gradient along the current
channel if it exists.
The tuning of the polarization on the current-induced

effective magnetic fields is further confirmed by the
temperature-dependent harmonic measurements. Panels
(e) and (f) in Fig. 3 show the derived HL and HT of the
BTO↓ and BTO↑ devices, respectively. The current-
induced effective magnetic fields, HL and HT, of BTO↓ are
always larger than those of BTO↑ in the temperature
range we studied, and the differences become smaller with
increasing temperature. The temperature dependence of
HT of BTO↓ is opposite to HT of BTO↑, whereas the HL of
both structures increases with increasing temperature.
According to HLðTÞ=J c ¼ ξLðTÞ�h=ð2eMstFMÞ32, where Jc is
the charge current density, ξL(T) is spin torque efficiency, ћ
is Planck’s constant, Ms is the saturation magnetization,
and tFM is its thickness, the increase of HL upon
increasing the temperature is attributed to the decrease of
Ms (see Supplementary Figure S3, where the anomalous
Hall resistance indicates the trend of the Ms) provided
that the ξL is weakly temperature dependent. In addition,
the HT/HL ratio for BTO↓ increases with decreasing
temperature, whereas the HT/HL ratio for BTO↑ remains
unchanged (see Supplementary Figure S6). The origin of
the different behaviors in the two types of samples is
discussed later.

Current-induced magnetization switching
Furthermore, the current-induced effective magnetic

field is used to achieve the electrical manipulation of the
magnetization. In our experimental setup, a pulse current
is used to generate the effective magnetic fields, and the
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Hall voltage due to a small amplitude of AC current
source after the pulse was recorded, which reflects the
magnetization state. To obtain deterministic switching for
the ferromagnetic layer with PMA, an external in-plane
magnetic field is applied to break the equilibrium sym-
metry33. As shown in Fig. 4a, b, deterministic switching of
the magnetization is achieved for both structures, i.e.,
changing the current direction leads to magnetization
switching with a fixed in-plane magnetic field. The

polarity of the switching changes upon reversing the in-
plane magnetic field. These are typical features of SOT
switching of PMA devices. Panels (c) and (d) in Fig. 4
summarize the switching phase diagram, i.e., the critical
switching current as a function of the external magnetic
field. It is found that the critical switching current for
BTO↓ is smaller than that of BTO↑. The same measure-
ments were also performed at lower temperatures (Sup-
plementary Figure S7), which shows similar behavior.

Fig. 3 Harmonic measurements on BTO↓ and BTO↑ devices. a Schematic drawing of the cross-bar device used for the measurements. During the
measurements, an AC current j is injected in the x direction with the external magnetic field (HE). The current-induced effective magnetic fields (HL

and HT) are reflected in the harmonic measurements. b First and c second harmonic data for the BTO↓ device with a small external magnetic field
applied in the longitudinal and transverse directions, respectively, when the magnetization (M) directions of CoFeB are up. The harmonics data for
down magnetization are presented in the right insets. The left insets show the corresponding measurement setups. d Calculated effective magnetic
fields (HL and HT) as a function of the AC current amplitude. e, f Temperature-dependent HL and HT, respectively, of the BTO↓ and BTO↑ devices
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It is well-known that, in the HM/FM/Oxide systems, the
effective longitudinal magnetic field HL exerts an anti-
damping torque to drive the magnetization switching and
that the effective transverse magnetic field HT induces a
field-like torque to cause precession of the magnetization,
which assists in the magnetization switching, thus redu-
cing the critical switching current34,35. Considering the
nontrivial transverse magnetic field in both BTO↓ and

BTO↑ structures, the equation
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2H2
K � H2

E

q

=Jc is used to

evaluate the switching efficiency of the devices35, where
HK is the magnetic anisotropy field, HE is the external
magnetic field applied, and Jc the critical switching cur-
rent. HK for the BTO↓ and BTO↑ devices is derived from
the first harmonic data (inset of Fig. 4e), as shown in
Fig. 4e. It can be seen that HK for BTO↑ is larger than that
of BTO↓, which is consistent with that observed by
SQUID and MOKE measurements. Figure 4f shows the
switching efficiency of BTO↓ and BTO↑ devices as
functions of temperature. The switching efficiencies of
both structures increase with increasing temperature,
which is consistent with the change in the HL with tem-
perature (Fig. 3e), confirming that HL plays a dominant
role in the magnetization switching process. As a result,
higher switching efficiency is obtained for BTO↓ with

down ferroelectric polarization, which suggests that the
polarization of BTO can be used as a parameter to tune
the magnetization switching. It is noted that the difference
of the switching efficiency of both structures with
increasing temperature is not as much as HL, which may
be caused by the difference of HK as well as possible Joule
heating due to the large switching current applied6.

Discussion
As demonstrated above, the different magnetic aniso-

tropies, effective magnetic fields, and thus switching effi-
ciencies between BTO↓ and BTO↑ confirm that the
ferroelectric polarization in the BTO/CoFeB hybrid mul-
tiferroic can be used to modulate the current-induced
magnetization switching. It is commonly considered that
SHE, the spin memory loss/spin transparency32,36,37, and
the Rashba effect play main roles in the effective magnetic
field of the SOT-based magnetization switching. SHE
originates from the generation of spin current in the HM
layer and the diffusion into the magnetic layer, and the
spin memory loss/spin transparency is related to the spin
transmission efficiency at the interface between HM and
FM. However, in our case, except for the ferroelectric
polarization, all other experimental conditions are iden-
tical. The resistivities of both structures are almost the

Fig. 4 Current-induced magnetization switching of BTO↓ and BTO↑ devices. a, b RH-I loops at various in-plane magnetic fields along the current
direction for BTO↓ and BTO↑ devices, respectively. The critical currents evaluated from a and b are plotted in c and d as a function of the in-plane
magnetic field. e Calculated anisotropy magnetic field from the harmonic measurements for both devices. The inset shows a typical procedure to
obtain the anisotropy field. f Magnetization switching efficiency for both devices as a function of temperature
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same as shown in Supplementary Figure S8, which further
confirmed that the experiment-induced deviation can be
neglected. Recently, it has been reported that the strain
status of the metal layers may influence the generated
SOT effective magnetic fields31,32,38. Our XRD and TEM
results exhibit no difference on BTO lattice constants
after insertion of an ultrathin SRO layer. With the same
conditions of the CoFeB/Pt layer, it is unlikely to lead to
different strain status in the two types of samples with
different ferroelectric polarizations.
Therefore, it is natural to expect that the bottom

interface BTO/CoFeB may play a role in tuning the
effective magnetic fields and thus the magnetization
switching efficiency. The opposite polarizations of BTO
may result in different electric fields and thus a potential
difference around the BTO/CoFeB interface experienced
by the electrons nearby, as schematically illustrated in
Fig. 5. The potential at the BTO/CoFeB interfaces may
generate the effective magnetic fields via the interfacial
SOI such as the Rashba effect. In the studied system with
structural inversion symmetry broken along the film
normal direction, the interfacial electric field E= E0z
results in SO coupling of the form

ĤR ¼ αR=�hð Þ z ´ pð Þσ; ð3Þ

where αR is known as the Rashba parameter depending on
the potential drop at the interface, p is the electron
momentum, and σ is the vector of the Pauli spin matrices.
Equation 3 describes a Zeeman term that involves a
magnetic field proportional to the electron momentum p.
As shown in Fig. 5a, b, when electrons flow along the x-
axis, they experience an effective magnetic field along the
y-axis, BR, called the Rashba field. The magnitude of the
Rashba field can be calculated from BR= 2αRkF/gμB,
where kF and g are the Fermi wave vector and g factor of
the carriers in the conduction channel, respectively. Its
direction (along the y direction or –y direction) depends

on the electric field direction. As the strength of the
Rashba parameter is directly related to the interfacial
potential drop (electrical field), engineering the polariza-
tion direction of the ferroelectric layer electrically modi-
fies the system symmetry and electron occupation, which
in turn controls the magnitude and direction of the
Rashba effective field.
Because both SHE from Pt and the Rashba effect from

interface between FE/FM are present in our structures, a
simple model is proposed to separate the contribution of
the Rashba effect due to the BTO polarization from the
SHE. In this model, we assume that the magnitude of the
contribution of Rashba effect resulting from the BTO
polarization to the effective longitudinal and transverse
magnetic fields are the same in BTO↓ and BTO↑ structures
and their directions are opposite and that the effective
magnetic fields by SHE in both structures are identical.
Note that the SHE described here includes all effective fields
not due to the differences in ferroelectric polarization,
which may also include the Rashba effect across the tri-
layers2,6 related to the BTO/CoFeb and CoFeB/Pt interfaces
identical for both structures. Since the magnetizations of
the two structures are slightly different, the effective mag-
netic fields due to SHE might have a trivial difference. The
detailed description of the simple model is depicted in
Supplementary Information Note 1. The derived SHE
contribution from Pt in terms of spin torque efficiency is
~0.08, which is in a similar range to that reported previously
(Supplementary Table S1 in Supplementary Information
Note 1). The effective spin torque efficiencies due to the
longitudinal magnetic field from the Rashba effect are
approximately 0.043 and −0.043 for the BTO↓ and BTO↑
structures at 10 K, respectively, suggesting that the mag-
netization switching is enhanced in the BTO↓ structure and
suppressed in the BTO↑ structure. The magnitudes of the
transverse field due to Rashba contributions decrease with
increasing temperature (see Supplementary Figure S9),
which can explain the opposite change of the measured HT

with temperature in BTO↓ and BTO↑ structures (Fig. 3f).
Furthermore, we have also fabricated a device based on the
BTO film grown on untreated STO, which is expected to
lack self-polarization. The measured effective magnetic
fields, shown in Supplementary Figure S10, are between the
magnitudes from the structures with opposite BTO polar-
izations. This further supports the scenario proposed in this
work. From our model, it can be seen that the Rashba effect
is able to induce both antidamping torque (longitudinal
magnetic field) and field-like torque (transverse magnetic
field) simultaneously, which is consistent with recent the-
oretical discussions39–44.
Though the measurements presented in this report

were performed at low temperature, the technique is still
applicable at room temperature provided there is a strong
enough room temperature PMA for devices. Importantly,

Fig. 5 Sketches of the modulation mechanism of the effective
magnetic field by the ferroelectric polarization. a, b BTO↓ and
BTO↑ devices, respectively, where the different polarization directions
are expected to result in different built-in electric fields at the BTO/
CoFeB interfaces and thus different effective magnetic field BR at the
bottom interfaces. Note that the effective fields due to the bulk spin
Hall effect of Pt and the structural inversion asymmetry across the
trilayers are not indicated
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the demonstration of polarization-dependent modulation
of current-induced magnetic fields provides opportunities
for further exploration of the interplay between electrical
reversal of the polarization and effective magnetic fields. It
is noted that current-induced switching of a similar fer-
romagnetic/ferroelectric hybrid structure with a PMN-PT
single-crystal substrate was recently reported18. However,
it is quite different from our case as the heavy metal Pt in
the structure was grown next to the PMN-PT rather than
the ferromagnetic layer, and thus, it makes use of the in-
plane gradient of the spin density to achieve deterministic
switching of the magnetization. This effect is related to
modifications of spin transport properties in the heavy
metal layer, whereas in this work, the changes in effective
magnetic field are not related to spin transport within the
Pt layer.
In conclusion, the tuning of the current-induced effec-

tive magnetic fields has been achieved in BaTiO3/CoFeB/
Pt structures with tuning of the polarization direction.
This modulation effect also unambiguously demonstrates
the role of the interfacial SOI with the help of the ferro-
electric polarization at the conventional HM/FM/Oxide
structure, which is consistent with recent studies11,39,40,45.
Our findings are technologically important for the
reduction of energy consumption and increase in memory
density, which are the ultimate goals of spintronics
research. During writing, a pulse can be applied to induce
a down ferroelectric polarization with which a lower
current and higher writing efficiency can be achieved,
leading to lower energy consumption. An up ferroelectric
polarization can be used to enhance the magnetic aniso-
tropy, thus increasing the thermal stability of the smaller
magnetic bit for a higher memory density. Therefore, our
study paves the way to integrate functional oxides into
SOT-based spintronics devices for future applications.
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